Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 4: Unit 17

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
4. having the greatest weight  
6. creating more noise  
7. sets or groups  
9. Children like to hear bedtime ___.  
13. watched secretly  
14. groups of relatives  
17. insects with large, colorful wings  
18. groups of people who live in the same area  
19. more busy  
21. Kindness and honesty are ___ I admire.  
25. more breezy  
26. most amusing  
27. nicest in appearance  
28. more friendly

Down
1. felt pity for  
2. women  
3. coins worth one cent each  
5. did the same thing that had been done already  
7. took from one place to another  
8. less difficult  
10. nations  
11. most joyful  
12. in better health  
15. I had ____ five by three to get fifteen.  
16. least willing to work  
17. Newborn ____ can't eat solid food.  
20. moved quickly  
22. most tiny  
23. activities one does often for pleasure  
24. worked at learning